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Abstract— We present a method for designing a walking
controller for the walking robot Cornell Ranger. Our goal is a
controller that can be designed using model-based optimization,
and then transferred directly to the robot without the need for
after-the-fact hand-tuning. The structure of the controller is
hierarchical, with a high-level balance controller that plans
step-to-step motions, and a lower-level joint controller that
coordinates the individual joint motors to achieve the desired
limb motions. The balance controller is designed through
optimization, with the explicit goals of a) achieving a desired
walking speed while b) minimizing energy use and c) avoiding
falls due to disturbances. We demonstrate this walking con-
troller on the Cornell Ranger, and find that the resulting gait
is comparable to that of a previous (hand-tuned) controller, with
regard to energy use, speed regulation, and fall prevention.

I. INTRODUCTION
Here we present a new control architecture for the Cornell

Ranger, a bipedal walking robot shown in Figure 1. While
previous controllers for this robot required extensive hand
tuning, the controller presented here is designed using off-
line optimization and is meant to transfer directly to the robot
without modification.

To advance the science of robot control, we desire al-
gorithms that do not have hand-tuning on the robot as a
key final step. Queries of robot builders reveal that such
hand tuning of hardware is all too common. To avoid
controller tuning on mechanical hardware, we turn to off-line
model-based optimization for controller design. This process
requires an accurate simulation for the robot, as well as a
mechanism for making the controller robust to simulation
and modeling errors.

Walking is complicated, so the controllers for most walk-
ing robots rely on hierarchical control architectures [1]–[10].
These simplify the design process in part by reducing the
number of free parameters that describe the controller. The
control architecture here incorporates some ideas from the
previous controller for the Cornell Ranger [8], SimBiCon [1],
and hybrid zero dynamics [6]. The high-level gait control
is based on a finite state machine which regulates speed
and maintains balance, while the lower-level joint control is
simply a proportional-derivative tracking controller on each
joint.

It is impractical to automatically design every feature for
a walking controller — the state and control space is simply
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Fig. 1. Cornell Ranger walking robot: A photo and a diagram of Cornell
Ranger, our experimental test platform for the controller.

too large for modern techniques to compute a true optimal
policy with useful resolution. Instead, we break down the
problem. The control architecture is manually designed based
on our own experience and discussions with experts, as well
as the literature. The gains in the low-level joint controllers
are experimentally determined, using standard methods [11].
That leaves the parameters of the balance controller, 15
numbers in our implementation, to be automatically selected
using optimization.

II. CORNELL RANGER

Our test robot is the Cornell Ranger, which is described in
detail in [8], [12]. Here we will present only a short overview.

Ranger, shown in Figure 1, is at the bottom of the
bipedal robot food chain. It was designed only for low-energy
walking over flat terrain. It has four legs that are arranged
into an inner and outer pair. This arrangement means that
the walking control only needs to stabilize front-to-back
motions: lateral motions are passively stabilized. The robot is
under-actuated by one degree of freedom: there is no motor
that can directly control the angle of the stance leg.

A. Hardware

Although simulation is useful for controller design and
basic testing, the only way to know if a controller really
works is to test it on a real robot. For this purpose we use
the Cornell Ranger [8], [12].

Ranger lacks of knees, which forces all changes in ef-
fective leg length to come from rotations of the feet. The
feet on Ranger are curved with small radius, which means
that Ranger cannot statically balance with its feet together.
Additionally, the circular curve of ranger’s feet is truncated
close to the heel. This truncated shape allows for the feet to
rapidly clear the ground at the start of swing, but also further
limits the effective control authority of the ankle motors.
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Ranger was designed for energy effectiveness, which we
measure using the total cost of transport (CoT). As described
in [13] and [14], CoT is the ratio of total energy consumed to
the weight multiplied by distance traveled. The total energy
is measured at the batteries, and thus includes the power
consumption by the motors, sensors, on-board computers,
and communication. The best experimental controller on
Ranger had a CoT of 0.19, but Ranger’s (more reliable)
marathon controller [8] had a CoT of 0.28.

Ranger has a variety of sensors. Foot sensors measure the
force between the heel of the foot and the ankle joint, which
we then threshold to determine if a foot is in contact with
the ground or not. Each joint has absolute angle encoders for
both the motor and the end-effector. Finally, there is an IMU
(gyro and accelerometers) located on the outer legs that we
use for estimating the absolute orientation and angular rate
of the outer legs.

B. Model

Our model for the Cornell Ranger is largely based on
our previous work [8], [12], [15]. We assume that the robot
is a planar biped, with four rigid bodies (outer legs, inner
legs, outer feet, inner feet) which are connected by three
motors (outer ankles, hip, and inner ankles). We also use
a full bench-tested electro-mechanical model of the motors
and gear boxes.

There are two notable differences between the model used
here and our previous model of Ranger. The first is that here
we simplify by assuming that the drive cables connecting
the ankle motors to the feet are rigid, where as the previous
work [8] treated them as stiff springs. This was done in part
because the time-stepping simulation had did not perform
well using the stiff spring cable model. Second, we model
the shape of the foot as a quintic spline (periodic, with 6
segments), rather than as a complete circle, as illustrated in
Figure 2. This allows use to simulate interactions between
the heel and the ground.

C. Simulation

The previous simulator for Ranger [8] was designed to
study open-loop trajectories with a prescribed sequence of
contact configurations. For the research presented in this
paper, we need to study the close-loop behavior of the robot
for a variety of controllers, some of which will cause the
robot to stumble and fall down — a behavior that was not
able to be simulated by previous simulations,.

To capture more complex contact sequences, we devel-
oped a “time-stepping” simulator for Ranger, which runs a
contact-solver on each time-step. This simulation allows us
to model the robot walking over any ground profile, using
accurate collision shapes for the robot’s feet. The simulation
is implemented in Matlab, and then compiled to MEX for
speed.

D. Control Considerations

While walking, the motors of the robot must add energy
to the system to compensate for frictional and collisional

losses. Due to the small curved feet, Ranger cannot inject
much energy by ankle torques through the step, except by
push-off with the back foot at the end of each step. This
extension is small (a few centimeters), but enough to propel
the robot forward and to adjust walking speed. To get the
maximum effect of this push-off it must be timed carefully
to occur just before the collision on the front foot [16]–[18].

Ranger does not have knees, and thus as soon as the push-
off is complete, the foot needs to rotate up and out of the
way so that it doesn’t scuff as the swing leg moves forward.
Then the foot needs to rotate back down just before heel-
strike. Too early and the foot scuffs; too late and the foot
strikes down on the back of the heel, which causes a trip,
with the foot rotating back up. In each of these cases, the
robot falls. See Figure 2 for details regarding foot orientation
for push-off and foot-flip.

III. CONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE DETAILS
The control architecture here is divided into four levels,

arranged highest-to-lowest:
• The Balance Controller runs once per step, at mid-

stance, setting the five parameters that describe the gait
controller, to achieve balance.

• The Gait Controller is a finite-state machine, shown in
Figure 3, which sets the target angles and rates for the
joint controllers.

• The Joint Controllers are proportional-derivative con-
trollers which compute the command torque for each
joint.

• The Motor Controllers are proportional-integral con-
trollers which compute a low-level PWM commands
to achieve a commanded torque in each joint.

We assume that both the robot and controller are left-right
symmetric. We will describe the controller for the case when
the outer feet are on the ground. At the conclusion of the
step, the whole controller is mirrored, with the inner legs
becoming the new stance legs.

A. Motor Control

The motor controllers are at the bottom level of the
controller. They run a simple proportional-integral control
loop at 2 kHz on each of the three joint motors (outer ankle,

Flip-Up Flip-Down / Stance Push-Off

Virtual
Center

Fig. 2. Ranger Foot Diagram: Ranger’s feet are small, and their soles
are sections of circular arcs. Here we show the three target configurations
used by the controller. Flip-up is used for the swing foot, allowing the foot
to clear the ground, since the robot has no knees. The flip-down/stance
configuration is used by the stance foot for most of the step, providing a
steady base for the robot. The final configuration, push-off is used to rapidly
extend the foot, propelling the robot forward for the next step.
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inner ankle, and hip), tracking a desired joint torque. These
motor controllers are coded at a low-level in the robot, and
we did not change these.

B. Joint Control

While the robot is walking, the joint controllers (outer
ankle, inner ankle, and hip) are continuously running simple
proportional-derivative controllers at 500 Hz. Each controller
computes a command torque u, which is sent to correspond-
ing motor controller. The reference angle q∗, rate q̇∗, and
torque u∗ are all sent from the gait controller. The measured
joint angle and rate are given by q and q̇.

u = u∗ +KP

(
q∗ − q

)
+KD

(
q̇∗ − q̇

)
(1)

C. Gait Control

The gait controller coordinates the motion of the three
joints on the robot, sending reference commands to the
joint controllers at 500 Hz. There are two parts to the gait
controller. The first is a finite-state-machine (FSM), which is
shown in Figure 3. During a single walking step, this FSM
can be in either the glide mode, or the push mode. In glide
mode, the robot is smoothly moving forward, with the gait
controller pulling the swing leg through the step. In push
mode, the robot extends the rear foot, propelling the robot
forward, while simultaneously rotating the swing foot down
in preparation for heel-strike.

Glide Mode: The reference commands sent to the swing
foot joint controller are simple: the angle is constant, selected
such that the foot will not scuff the ground, and the rate and
torque references are zero.The reference angle and rate for
the stance foot are selected to keep the absolute orientation
of the foot constant, while the robot rotates over it. The hip
joint in glide is more complicated: the joint angle and rate

Critical stance
leg angle

Glide

swing foot
heel-strike

Hip:  
  • swing leg tracks linear
    function of stance leg angle

Stance Foot:
  • hold absolute orientation

Swing Foot:
  • flip-up for ground clearance

Push
Hip:  
  • hold relative angle

Stance Foot:
  • extend for push-off

Swing Foot:
  • flip-down for heel-strike

{2}

{1}

{1}

{1}

{ } = number of free
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Fig. 3. Gait Controller: A finite-state-machine that sets the targets for the
joint controllers. It has two states: Glide (or swing) and Push (or step-to-
step transition). There are a total of {5} parameters, which are set once per
step by the balance controller. At each heel-strike transition, the old swing
leg becomes new stance leg, and vice versa.

are set based on a linear function of the stance leg angle,
and the reference torque is computed to compensate for the
torques on the joint due to gravity and the hip spring (which
connects the two legs). This phase-based tracking is inspired
by [6].

Push Mode: Both ankle joints are set to maintain a
constant absolute orientation of the foot, with the stance foot
pushing-off the ground and the swing foot flipping-down for
heel-strike, as shown in Figure 2. During push, the hip joint
holds a constant angle, with the help of feed-forward torque
compensation.

Transitions: There are two state transitions in the finite-
state-machine. The transition into glide mode is triggered
when the contact sensors on the swing foot detect heel-strike.
The transition into push mode is triggered as the stance leg
passes a critical absolute angle.

Parameters: The gait controller has five free parameters
that are set by the balance controller. These parameters are
illustrated in Figure 3 and are: 1,2) constant and linear
coefficient for the hip joint reference trajectory in glide
mode; 3) constant hip angle reference during push mode;
4) critical angle of the stance leg for transition from glide
mode to push mode; and 5) absolute angle reference for the
stance foot during push mode.

D. Balance Control

The top-level of the control architecture is the balance
control, which runs once per step at mid-stance. It changes
the five parameters of the gait controller to regulate balance
and walking speed. For example, if the robot is walking too
slowly, it will increase the reference angle for the push off,
adding more energy to the system.

There is a single input the the balance controller: the
robot’s speed at mid-stance. Thus, the balance controller is
simply a function that maps the mid-stance speed of the robot
at mid-stance to the set of five parameters that are passed to
the gait controller. Here, we implement this function using
a look-up table, storing the five parameter values for zero
speed, the target speed, and the maximum expected speed.
For intermediate speeds we use linear interpolation.

The look-up table for the balance controller has a total of
15 entries (5 parameters at each of 3 speeds), which we com-
pute using off-line optimization, using methods discussed in
§IV.

IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN

We claim that the controller is designed “using optimiza-
tion”, but we also acknowledge that there are many decisions
that are made by humans as well.

We designed the architecture for the walking controller
(§III) through insight and intuition, which we acquired
through experiments, discussions at technical conferences,
and the literature [1], [6], [8].

There are several constant parameters in the controller,
which are also manually set. These include the orientation
of the stance foot during glide mode (selected such that the
ankle joint lies directly below the virtual center of the foot),
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and the relative angle of the ankle joint required during flip
up (selected to be close to the joint limit).

The joint controllers (§III-B) in the ankles and hip all
have proportional and derivative gains, which are selected
by simple experiments on the hardware. These experiments
are easily repeatable by any controls engineer using standard
methods [11].

The final set of parameters (§III-C, §III-D), are selected
entirely by computer optimization (§IV-A, §IV-B). These
parameters are copied directly from the output of the op-
timization to the robot. There is no final hand-tuning step.

A. Objective Function for Optimization

The balance controller (§III-D) is parameterized by 15
numbers, the 3×5 look-up table entries. These are computed
by off-line optimization. The objective function in this opti-
mization is chosen to reject disturbances, while minimizing
speed and cost of transport.

The objective function evaluates a candidate controller
by running several simulations. Each of these simulations
starts from the same launch configuration, shown in Figure
4, and then the robot walks over several different ground
profiles. The first ground profile is flat and level ground.
The remaining ground profiles serve as disturbance tests and
are either constant slopes (uphill or downhill) or rolling hills
(sine curves).

A candidate controller receives a reward for each success-
ful step that it takes, where the reward is related to both the
speed and energy used to complete the step. The reward is
maximized by a controller that walks at the desired speed
using little energy. Each trial (ground profile) has a fixed
number of steps. If the robot falls during a trial, then it
receives a reward of zero for that and all future steps in
the trial.

The optimization then finds the controller that maximizes
the sum of rewards over all trials. The structure of the ob-
jective function is such that fall avoidance is more important
than speed regulation or energy effectiveness.

B. Optimization Method

Here we used a Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution-
ary Strategy (CMAES) [19], [20] to optimize the balance
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Immediately
before heel-strike

Mid-stance 
Configuration

Push-off

Flip-up
to avoid
scuffing

Not moving,
slight tip
forward

Stance
leg is
vertical

Fig. 4. Ranger Configurations The launch configuration (left) shows the
static configuration that we use to start Ranger walking, both in simulation
and in reality. The middle configuration shows the robot immediately before
heel-strike. The final configuration (left) is mid-stance, with the supporting
leg vertical. This is the configuration that triggers an update from the balance
controller.

controller, because it deals well with our non-smooth objec-
tive function. We initialize the algorithm by first estimating
bounds on the parameters. For example, the push-off target
angle must be within the actuator limits, and the hip trajec-
tory coefficients should be roughly consistent with bipedal
walking (the swing leg must travel from back to front, etc.).

V. RESULTS
In addition to the results in this section, we have included a

short video showing Ranger walking using the new controller
presented here.

A. Off-line Controller Design (Optimization)

We implemented the entire design process for the balance
controller in Matlab, with most of the simulation code
being compiled to MEX for faster run-time. The code takes
about 10 minutes to compute the optimal control parameters
running on a laptop (Intel Quad-Core i7 CPU Q720, 1.60
GHz), where each walking step of the robot takes about
0.034 seconds to compute, for a total of about 18,000 steps
per optimization.

Here we designed a controller to achieve a single walking
speed, although we could repeat the process to compute
walking gaits for a whole set of target speeds.

B. Walking: Simulation vs. Experiment

Our controller design process relies on accurate simulation
of the robot; in this section we compare experimental data
collected during walking to what we expected based on the
simulation.

We collected data on the robot over two trials. In each case
the robot walked about 80 meters over a stone-tiled floor. The
surface of each tile was flat, but there was a change in height
of roughly 2 millimeters between the edge of any two tiles.
Over a large scale there is no measurable slope to the floor.

The model and simulation match well on power consump-
tion: the simulation predicts 22.2 Watts, and the two trials
used 22.1 Watts and 22.9 Watts respectively. The simulation
does not do as good of a job at predicting speed, with the
simulation walking at 0.66 meters per second, and real robot
walking at about 0.58 meters per second. This difference in
speed makes the cost of transport a bit higher on the real
robot: 0.49 instead of 0.42 in simulation. These results are
summarized in Table I.

We also compared the angles of the robot’s legs and feet,
as functions of time, to those predicted by the simulation.
We selected six consecutive walking steps at random, during
steady state walking, for both the simulation and the experi-
mental data. We found that the leg angles are a close match

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA.

Simulation Trial 1 Trial 2
Duration 119 s 162 s 159 s
Distance 79 m 91 m 91 m
Average Power 22.2 W 22.1 W 22.9 W
Total CoT 0.42 0.48 0.49
Average Speed 0.66 m/s 0.57 m/s 0.58 m/s
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throughout the gait. The ankle angles are close for much of
the step, but there are significant deviations during push-off,
as shown in Figure 5.

C. Robustness Experiments

We evaluated the robustness of the “new” controller by
comparing its performance to the previous “old” controller,
which was used for Ranger’s marathon walk in 2011 [8].
Each controller was first evaluated walking without distur-
bances to establish a base-line. Then we subjected the robot
to disturbances and measured each controller’s ability to
regulate walking speed and prevent falls. The disturbances
are illustrated in Figure 6, and the results are given in Figure
7.

Baseline: We established a baseline performance for each
controller by having them walk on a flat stone-tiled floor.
The only disturbances were the slight perturbations caused
by the height variations (≈ 2 mm) between stone tiles. The
old controller walked 183 meters with no sign of falling,
while the new controller walked 732 meters, falling 6 times.

Trial 3: Our first disturbance was walking on a more
challenging floor, which had sagged over the decades. The
resulting ground profile was smooth, but with slight rolling
hills: the peaks were 4 meters apart, and the peak-to-trough
height was about 2 centimeters. The old controller walked
429 meters, falling 3 times, while the new controller walked
501 meters, falling 6 times.

Trial 4a: Next, we brought the robot back to the orig-
inal stone-tiled floor and removed the “hip spring” which
connects the inner and outer legs, inducing a substantial
modeling error. Both controllers walked a distance of 183
meters. The old controller did not fall and the new controller
fell 6 times.
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Fig. 5. Walking: Simulation vs. Experiment Six steps of periodic
walking. The dashed lines show the simulation and the solid lines show
experimental data. All angles are absolute, and measured from vertical. Most
angles match well, but there is a noticeable difference between simulation
and experiment during push-off.

Trial 4b: We returned the hip spring to the robot, and then
added a small mass (0.35 kg) to the outer legs. The weight
was positioned 0.12 meters in front of the hip joint, as shown
in Figure 6.The old controller was unstable: it continually
sped up until is stumbled and fell, a total of 19 times in
183 meters. The new controller walked well with the added
weight on the front. It increased it’s speed and only fell 3
times in 183 meters.

Trial 4c: For our final disturbance, we moved the mass
(0.35 kg) to the back of the robot, still on the outer legs, as
shown in Figure 6. In this case the old controller performed
well, only falling once in 183 meters. The new controller did
not fare as well, falling 14 times in 183 meters.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper we presented a new controller for the Cornell
Ranger, a bipedal walking robot. The controller architecture
is based on variety of ideas taken from previous walking
controllers, including [1], [6], [8]. Although the low-level
joint controllers are all hand-tuned proportional-derivative
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Fig. 6. Disturbance Diagram In Trial 4a, we removed the hip spring (k =
7.6 Nm/rad), which coupled the angles of the inner and outer legs. In Trial
4b we added a mass of 0.35 kg in front of the outer legs, in the location
shown. In trial 4c, we added the same 0.35 kg mass behind the outer legs.
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Fig. 7. Robustness Test Each of the trials compares the old (2011
Marathon) controller with the new controller presented in this paper. The
baseline trial was conducted on a flat stone-tiled floor. Trial 3 was walking
on smooth ground with rolling hills: 4 meter peak to peak, 0.02 meters
peak to trough. Trials 4a-4c were all conducted on the flat stone-tiled floor
to test robustness to modeling errors: missing hip spring (4a), weights added
to front (4b), and weights added to back (4c).
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tracking controllers, the parameters of the high level balance
controller are designed entirely using off-line optimization.
In the results section of this paper, we seek to answer two
questions, detailed below.

1) How well does the simulation match experimental
results? We found that the simulation is a good match for
the experimental data on power use and leg angles. The ankle
angles during push-off do not match well. This discrepancy
is likely due, in part, to our assumption that the drive cables
for the ankle joint are inextensible. As a result, the effect of
push-off on the real robot is reduced, which might explain
the reduced walking speed seen in the experiments.

2) How does this new controller compare to the previous
(hand-tuned) controller? In general, the previous (hand-
tuned) controller out-performs the new controller, although
not by a huge margin. This assessment is based on the fact
that it does a better job of regulating speed in the presence
of disturbances, and has a lower fall rate in all but one trial.

Summary: We were able to design a controller using off-
line optimization, without after-the-fact hand-tuning, which
walked reasonably well under a variety of disturbances. De-
spite this, the previous hand-tuned controller out-performed
the new controller on most tests. Although the new controller
was designed in large part by computer optimization, the
architecture of both the controller and optimization were
manually selected. It is likely that these manual choices
limited the ultimate performance of the new controller.

VII. FUTURE WORK

The work presented here is preliminary: it shows that we
can set up a model-based optimization that can design a
controller in simulation that we can directly use on a real
robot. Although the initial results are passable, there is still
much left to do.

In the current implementation, the balance controller only
updates the trajectories of the robot once per step. In the
future we would like to make these updates continuous,
allowing the robot to more quickly react to external distur-
bances such as a sudden push.

An additional area for improvement is the look-up table for
the balance controller, which now uses only a single input:
the mid-stance speed of the robot. Ideally, this policy would
use at least the state of the stance and swing legs, rather than
this simple one-dimensional projection.

Our model of Ranger is reasonably accurate, but there are
still some discrepancies between model and reality, espe-
cially during push-off. In the future we plan on moving the
last few iterations of the optimization process to the robot,
using experimental data rather the simulation for automatic
fine-tuning of the controller.

Finally, we plan on designing the controller to be capable
of walking at several speeds, rather than just the one speed
that it is capable of now.
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